Abstract. Let n be a positive integer. We say n looks like a power of 2 modulo a prime p if there exists an integer ep 0 such that n 2 ep (mod p). First, we provide a simple proof of the fact that a positive integer which looks like a power of 2 modulo all but nitely many primes is in fact a power of 2.
Introduction
It is a general, though hardly universal, principle in number theory that if an equation is solvable modulo all but nitely many primes p, then it is solvable over Z, the integers. For example, let a be a positive integer. Then it is well known that if a looks like a square mod p (i.e., there exists x such that x 2 a (mod p)) for all but nitely many primes p, then a is in fact the square of an integer. For a proof, see 6, p. 62]. Trost 23] generalized this theorem to higher powers. He proved that if x n a (mod p) has a solution for all but nitely many primes p, then either (i) there exists an integer b with a = b n , or (ii) 8 jn and a = 2 n=8 b n . Also see 1, 7] .
Let n be a positive integer. If n is a nonsquare that looks like an odd square modulo all primes x (i.e., n 1 (mod 8), and ? n p = 1 for all primes p x), then n is said to be an x-pseudosquare. Pseudosquares were rst studied by Lehmer, Lehmer, and Shanks 10]. Williams et al. 12, 21] have computed the least xpseudosquare for all x 271. It is possible to show, assuming the Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH), that the least x-pseudosquare is > e p x=2 25] .
In this paper, we consider the analogues of these questions for powers of 2 instead of squares.
We introduce some notation that will be used in this paper. If p is a prime, then by p (n) we mean the exponent of the highest power of p that divides n. We will use the familiar convention that sums over indices p and q, such as P p x f(p), are taken over primes only. Also, we de ne #(x) = P p x log p, and (x) = P p k x log p, 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 11Y70; Secondary 11Y55, 11A15. Key words and phrases. Pseudopowers. The research of the rst author and third authors was supported in part by NSF Grant DCR 92-08639. The research of the rst author was also supported by a Foreign Researcher Award from NSERC. The research of the third author was also supported by a grant from NSERC and the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. The research of the second and fourth authors was supported in part by NSERC Grant A7649. 1 where this last sum is over all nontrivial prime powers x. Finally, if g is a unit mod p, we de ne hgi p to be the multiplicative subgroup of (Z=pZ) generated by g.
2.
Numbers that Look Like Powers of 2 In this section, we prove the following theorem: Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer. Suppose that for all but nitely many primes p there exists an integer e p 0 such that n 2 ep (mod p). Then n is a power of 2.
As Armand Brumer kindly pointed out to us (personal communication), this theorem is a special case of a more general theorem of Schinzel 17] . (See also 18, Thm. 2]; 19, Thm. 2].) Since our proof seems to be simpler than Schinzel's, we give it here. Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Assume n is not a power of 2. Let q be the least prime for which n is not a qth power. Let be a primitive qth root of unity, and consider the number eld K = Q( ). Since n is not a power of 2, it has at least one odd prime factor, and the extension eld L = K( q p 2; q p n) has degree q 2 over K. By the Chebotarev density theorem (e.g., see 9, p. 169]), there are in nitely many degree-1 primes P in K's ring of integers such that X q ? 2 splits completely (mod P) whereas X q ? n is irreducible (mod P) : Each such P lies over an ordinary prime p for which 2 2 ((Z=pZ) ) q but n 6 2 ((Z=pZ) ) q . Thus, n is not a power of 2 modulo in nitely many primes. 2
Bounds on Pseudopowers of 2
As mentioned in x1, we de ne an integer n to be a x-pseudopower of the base 2 if n is not a power of 2, but looks like a power of 2 modulo all primes x, i.e., if for all primes p x there exists an integer e p 0 such that n 2 ep (mod p). We denote the least such x-pseudopower as P 2 (x). In this section we obtain upper and lower bounds on the size of P 2 (x). Theorem 2. For x 3 we have P 2 (x) < e 1:000081x .
Proof. Suppose n is the smallest x-pseudopower of the base 2. Then n is odd, for if not, n=2 would also be an x-pseudopower. Hence, if p 1 = 2; p 2 ; : : : ; p k are the primes x, we know that n is the least non-unit solution in the interval 1; p 1 p 2 p k ] of the following system of congruences: n 1 (mod 2); n 1 or 2 (mod 3); n 1; 2; 3; or 4 (mod 5); n 1; 2; or 4 (mod 7); (1) . . . n 2 h2i pk (mod p k ):
Now if x 3 (i.e., k 2), then this system clearly has at least one non-unit solution, which cannot be a power of 2, since n is odd. Hence we nd P 2 (x) p 1 p 2 p k . The prime number theorem tells us that
Furthermore, a result announced by Schoenfeld 20] provides the more explicit upper bound e 1:000081x . 2 We can obtain a lower bound on P 2 (x) if we assume the ERH:
Theorem 3. If the Riemann hypothesis holds for Dedekind zeta functions, then there is a constant A > 0 such that P 2 (x) exp(A p x=(log x) 3 ).
Proof. Let n = P 2 (x), and consider the proof of Theorem 1. There, q was de ned to be the least prime such that n is not a qth power. Considering the exponents in n's prime factorization, we have n 2 Q p<q p = 2 e (q?1) : From the prime number theorem, we know (x) x, and it follows that q = O(loglog n). Let be the discriminant of L = K( q p 2; q p n). Using formulas for the discriminants of towers 5, Satz 39] and composed elds 22], we have logj j 4q 3 log q + q 3 log(2n) = O((log n)(log logn) 3 ): If the ERH holds, there is a degree-1 prime P of K modulo which X q ? 2 splits completely and X q ? n is irreducible, of norm O((log j j) 2 ). (See 8].) Taking p to be the norm of P, we nd as before that n 6 2 h2i mod p. Necessarily, p > x, so we have x = O((logn) 2 (log logn) 6 ). Recalling that n = P 2 (x), we obtain the result. 2 The estimate of Theorem 3 could be made explicit by using a strong form of the generalized Linnik theorem; see 2].
A Heuristic Estimate for P 2 (x)
Theorem 1 implies that P 2 (x) ! 1. The theorems of the last two sections give us bounds of the form Ax 1=2? log P 2 (x) Bx; in which A and B are certain positive constants. (The lower bound relies on the ERH.) In this section, we argue that the growth rate of log P 2 (x) is close to c 2 x= logx, for a certain constant c 2 .
We consider a probabilistic model. The fraction of integers n satisfying the system of congruences (1) , for odd primes p x. It is reasonable to believe that this average has a limit c 2 as
x ! 1, and we give two di erent arguments for this below. Assuming the existence of this limit, the expected number of draws is e (log x)(e (x)?1 ) c2+o(1) = exp((c 2 + o(1)) x log x ): (2) This suggests an \expected value" for P 2 (x), but we must also consider possible uctuations about this mean. Let Z k be the number of random samples from f1; : : : ; p 1 p 2 p k g needed to satisfy (1) . We recall the Borel-Cantelli lemma, which states that if E 1 ; E 2 ; : : : are events for which P k Pr E k ] converges, then almost surely only nitely many E k occur. Let > 0 be arbitrary, and let E k be the event We can replace logk by log p k in this argument and get the same result (the two are asymptotic to each other). Therefore, the following inequality holds with probability 1:
Z k e (log x) 1+ (e (x)?1 ) c2+o(1) = exp((c 2 + o(1)) x logx ): (Here we are again assuming the existence of c 2 , and putting x = p k .) Based on this result, and the fact that E(log Z k ) = logE(Z k ) + O(1), a consequence of the geometric distribution of Z k , we conjecture that log P 2 (x) c 2 x log x : (3)
We now consider the problem of computing c 2 . The simplest idea is that 2 acts like a randomly chosen element g of (Z=pZ) . As we will see, this is not quite correct, but it gives a place to start. Let the prime factorization of p?1 be q e1 1 : : :q er r . Then where hgi p;q denotes the group generated by g's image in the q-Sylow subgroup of (Z=pZ) . (This is the group generated by g (p?1)=q .)
Let q be one of the prime divisors of p ? 1, with q e jj p ? 1. Then the q-Sylow subgroup of (Z=pZ) has a chain decomposition into cyclic groups of the form 1 C q C q 2 C q e :
The location of g in this chain determines its order in the q-Sylow group, and if g is chosen at random, we nd that This reduces the computation of c to the evaluation of P q (log q)=q n for various n. Using M obius inversion, these sums can be rewritten in terms of the logarithmic derivative of the zeta function (see ( The discrepancy for the base 2 is due to the e ect of the quadratic reciprocity law, or more precisely, to the quadratic character of 2. 2 e : (Note that there is no contribution for e = 2.) The upshot is that we must add (log2)=24 to the value of c for the base 2. The resulting constant is c 2 : = 0:9273460318973324607; which is more in line with our observations.
We close this section with another argument that log p?1 jh2ipj , averaged over odd primes x, has a limiting value. For any given x, we can express the average as X t 1 A(2; t; x) logt; (4) where A(2; t; x) denotes the fraction of odd p x with the index of h2i mod p equal to t. (Note that this sum is nite.) Lenstra 11] has shown that for every t, the limit A(2; t) = lim x!1 A(2; t; x) (5) exists, assuming the ERH. Thus, it is plausible that the sum in (4) has a limit as x ! 1, and that the limit is A(2; t) logt: (6) ( Murata 14] gives an estimate for the rate of convergence in (5), but it does not seem sharp enough to prove this.)
We can compute c 0 2 using results of Wagsta 24] , who expressed A(2; t) as a rational number times Artin's constant. For our purposes it is convenient to use the following formulas. Let By comparison with the Euler '-function, it can be shown that g(t) = O((log logt)=t 2 ), so that P t 1 A(2; t) logt converges. Using a segmented version of the Sieve of Eratosthenes 3, 15] we were able to compute g(t) for t < 10 9 , and obtain the approximation c 0 2 : = 0:927346 (correct to six gures). Within the limits of this calculation, we have c 0 2 : = c 2 . We conjecture that this is actually an equality.
Pseudopowers of the Base 2 and Numerical Evidence for the Heuristic Model
The following table gives, for 1 k 55, the least positive odd number n > 1 for which n looks like a power of 2 modulo the primes p 1 = 2; p 2 ; : : : ; p k . The data is only provided for the \record-setting" values of k, that is, those k for which P 2 (p k ) 6 = P 2 (p k?1 ). For values of k < 55 that are not listed, P 2 (p k ) is the last preceding value; thus, for example, P 2 (p 6 ) = 23.
These values were obtained using the Manitoba Scalable Sieve Unit (MSSU), a sieve machine designed and built by the fourth author and his colleagues. This machine searches for the least integer satisfying a set of congruence conditions, such as (1), and is described in detail elsewhere 12, 13] . (2) is not a very good predictor of P 2 (p k ) within the range of this table. For example, if we take k = 55, so that p k = 257, then e log p k e (k?1)c2 6 10 22 , whereas P 2 (p k ) 3 10 17 . We believe that the discrepancy is mainly caused by slow convergence of the mean values of log p?1 jh2ipj to c 2 . As an example of this, for odd primes 257, the true mean value is 0.701433, rather less than the presumed asymptotic value of 0:927346. Of course, this error is exacerbated by the exponentiation in (2) .
We can check our heuristic assumption that the solutions to (1) behave randomly by replacing c 2 by c (k) 2 , the true mean value of log p?1 jh2ipj over odd primes p k , in (2) . These values are also listed in the table, together with the ratio
It seems that R (k) 2 ! 1, which is consistent with (2).
6. Pseudopowers for Other Bases One can replace the base 2 by any other number. In this section, we brie y discuss how our results extend to other bases, and present empirical data for the bases 3 and 5.
For simplicity we assume that b is prime. As before, we de ne P b (x) to be the least n > 1 that is not a power of b, but appears to be such a power modulo the primes x. Analogously to (1), we see that P b (p k ) is the least number greater than 1 satisfying n 2 hbi (mod p i ) for i k, p i 6 = b, and n 1 (mod b) (if b p k ).
Therefore, the analog of Theorem 2 holds for x > b. The analogs of Theorems 1 and 3 remain true (and are proved the same way), with the modi cation that the constant A now depends on b. Using the same heuristic argument as before, we expect that P b (x) = (b ? 1)e (log x)(e (x)?1 ) cb+o (1) ; where c b is the asymptotic average value of log p?1 jhbij . The following two tables give pseudopowers of 3 and 5, found using the MSSU. As before, we only list the record-breaking values of P 3 and P 5 . To compare the data with our heuristic predictions, we also tabulated c (k) b , the average value of log p?1 jhbij over the primes di erent from b and p k , and the ratio which is, as far as we know, the same as the constant c de ned in x4. We conjecture that c 3 = c 0 3 , c 5 = c 0 5 , and that both of these equal c.
